TAKE PART IN INSPIRING YOUNG PEOPLE TO
PURSUE THEIR DREAMS WHILE PROMOTING
AND SUPPORTING INNOVATION,
TECHNOLOGY AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP AS
NECESSARY KEY DRIVERS FOR AFRICA’S
DEVELOPMENT AND TRANSFORMATION.

CAPE TO
CAIRO
CHALLENGE

HTTPS://WWW.UDREAM.CO.ZA/

BACKGROUND
In early 2018, Megan Werner founded U-Dream Global, a non-profit
organization and ambitious aviation outreach initiative that fosters
visionary thinking, inspiring young people to pursue their dreams
while promoting and supporting innovation, technology and
entrepreneurship as necessary key drivers for Africa’s development
and transformation.
Under the guidance and supervision from The Airplane Factory, UDream mentors and five team leaders from Denel Aviation, twenty
inexperienced teenagers from diverse backgrounds across South
Africa, built a Sling-4 aircraft in a highly controlled environment within
three weeks in June 2018. Following final inspections and flight
certifications, Megan and various teen co-pilots are now set to fly the
light aircraft from Cape Town to Cairo and back from June 2019,
visiting several African countries and impacting thousands of lives
during the project.

WHAT IS U-DREAM PROGRAM?
U-Dream Global’s Cape to Cairo Programme is an ambitious aviation
outreach initiative that fosters visionary thinking, inspiring young
people to pursue their dreams while promoting and supporting
innovation, technology and entrepreneurship as necessary key
drivers for Africa’s development and transformation.
The programme creates safe real-world experiences, specifically
designed to discover young people’s strengths and accelerate their
growth. Through effective training, U Dream Global equips the youth
with success tools and methods, forming a solid foundation which
enables them to create a powerful future. This is a great achievement
and they are proud to represent this country.

OBJECTIVES
1. To help foster visionary thinking, inspiring young people to pursue
their dreams while promoting and supporting innovation, technology,
and entrepreneurship.
2. To engage youth in different countries across the targeted
destinations for a “dream African child” motivation engagement

WHEN & WHY?
The trip starts on the 12th June 2019 and will take more than a
month. Sponsorship components will be ongoing as the
Challenge rolls out
Thousands and thousands of children across the African towns
and cities to be visited will benefit immensely from the
Challenge via meetups, motivational seminars and interaction to
be included in future U dream Global initiatives that touch on
innovation, technology and entrepreneurship

SPONSORSHIPS
Sponsorship for the following will be most welcome:
Fuel for the trip
Balance of the PPL hours for the 2 pilots
An MPI service during the trip if we go over the 100 hours.
Accommodation for the crew and support team about 10 people.
Commercial flights for four support members on a commercial
operator.
CAA negotiations to make things easier in the various countries.
Accommodation for the support team on the ground across the
African cities
Event Management components in the respective African towns
and cities to be visited
A drone for the use of the trip
4 x Go Pro cameras
Lots of odds and ends.
Anything else we may have forgotten.
Loads of moral support and encouragement.

CONTACTS
Interested parties with enquiries and sponsorship
interest can contact Simon Manda on:
+27614075200 or email: simon@mass-media.co.za

